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Urbanisation, efficiency improvement in agriculture, and the transition to a  
post-industrial economy in Europe and North America has taken large areas of 
land out of human use that could be returned to a ‘natural’ state. But what  
exactly is natural, and how much or how little ecosystem engineering should be 
involved in rewilding efforts? Michael Gross reports. 
How wild do you want to go? Nature’s comeback: The abandonment of inefficient agricultural areas and industrial sites in 
post-industrial countries creates new opportunities to restore a more natural environment, 
with ecosystems including all trophic levels. (Photo: Guy Wareham.)The Holocene, spanning the last 
11,600 years, has been marked by 
the spread of Homo sapiens around 
the globe and onto every remotely 
habitable scrap of land, and by the 
simultaneous disappearance of 
many other species. Megafauna of 
the kind we now consider typical 
of Africa and South Asia existed 
on most continents until human 
hunters came along. Plant life was 
rich and diverse until human farmers 
simplified it to favour the few 
species they considered useful. 
The loss of wildlife and of 
wilderness that has accompanied 
the rise of our species to 
world domination was often a 
consequence of the fight for 
survival. Human pioneers had 
to kill large carnivores to avoid 
becoming their next meal, and 
early farmers had to use every bit 
of land they could. Combined with 
advances of weapons technologies 
and the population explosion, this 
has led to a loss of species that 
already counts as a serious mass 
extinction and could become 
worse. In the industrial era, which 
is now under consideration for 
an official rebranding as the new 
geological epoch, the anthropocene, 
human influence extended to the 
composition of the atmosphere and 
the oceans, thereby skewing the 
entire planetary system and putting 
even more species at risk. 
Now, however, there is a chance 
for a turn-around. Efficient large-
scale farming methods mean 
that using awkward small hillside 
plots for agriculture is no longer 
economically viable. The growing 
human population increasingly 
lives in bigger cities. The polluting 
industries of the western world have 
largely moved to China. All these 
trends mean that in the western 
world there is now a growing, rather 
than shrinking, amount of surface 
available for nature. But what exactly is ‘natural’ in 
a world where ecosystems have 
been managed and engineered for 
millennia? If we want to allow some 
amount of wilderness to return to 
our oh-so-civilised countries, how 
wild do we want to go? How far do 
we want to rewind the clock? These 
questions were recently examined 
at a public debate held by the 
Earthwatch Institute at the Royal 
Geographical Society in London. 
How wild? 
When debating whether a given 
region, country or continent should 
be rewilded, it is useful to define 
the terminology. What constitutes 
wildlife, wilderness, or rewilding in 
an environment where all the ‘nature’ 
we are used to seeing is managed, 
manicured or even engineered? At 
the Earthwatch debate, speaker 
Andrew Bauer from the National 
Farmers Union Scotland went 
through a series of eight species of increasing “perceived wildness”, 
each time asking the audience to 
decide by a show of hands whether 
the introduction of this particular 
species would count as rewilding. A 
grass-like plant species, the wood 
ant, a river lamprey and a sturgeon 
failed to satisfy the rewilding 
expectations of the large majority. 
Neither did the red squirrel help to 
raise many hands — understandably, 
as it was only pushed out by the 
grey squirrel fairly recently, and is 
also too tame in its behaviour to 
justify any description containing 
the word ‘wild’. The beaver — which 
was successfully reintroduced to 
Scotland five years ago — found a 
smattering of approval, but it was 
only the appearance of a lynx on the 
big screen that swayed a majority 
of listeners, a result which the final 
candidate, a wolf, was still able to 
improve upon.  
Thus, at least for this non-
representative group of around 
a thousand people, with a large 
majority supporting rewilding in 
polls both before and after the 
debate, an apex predator just has 
to be on the bill before you can call 
a reconstituted bit of landscape 
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Go wild: A range of species illustrating the different expectations that people may connect 
with the term ‘rewilding’. Species from top left to bottom right: river lamprey (Lampetra flu-
viatilis) (Photo: Tiit Hunt/Wikimedia Commons), wood ants (Formica rufa) (Photo: Craig Perl), 
red squirrel (Sciurus vulgaris) (Photo: Paul Whippey), Eurasian beaver (Castor fiber) (Photo: 
Per Harald Olsen/Wikimedia Commons), Eurasian lynx (Lynx lynx) (Photo: Bernard Landgraf/
Wikipedia), grey wolf (Canis lupus) (Photo: Mike Collins/The UK Wolf Conservation Trust). A 
majority of audience members at a recent debate wanted to see at least the lynx to satisfy 
their rewilding urge. rewilded. This is in accord with the 
views of ecologists who fight to save 
the top predators where they still 
exist, including the big cat species 
around the world (Curr. Biol. (2012) 
22, R893–R895), as they see the 
apex predators as a keystone in 
the health of the entire ecosystem 
below them. On the other hand, this 
is a headache for Andrew Bauer’s 
organisation, whose members are 
already concerned about sea eagles 
taking their lambs. In his talk, Bauer 
warned that such worries should 
be taken seriously, and that there 
should be less romance and more 
pragmatism in the rewilding debate. 
Speaker Cristina Eisenberg, who 
works with wolves in the Rocky Mountains, suggested that the 
problems of attacks on livestock 
should be put in perspective based 
on the very different population 
densities. An area with millions of 
farm animals may house one big cat 
or one pack of wolves, so the losses 
will be small in relation to the overall 
herd size. Moreover, she advised 
that for sheep farmers the Eurasian 
lynx is the safer choice of predator. 
Sheep tend to panic at the sight of 
wolves, which is a big part of the 
problem, she explained, while lynxes 
are a lot simpler in this respect, and 
there have been no recorded cases 
of sheep lost to a lynx. 
There are many species that 
have become extinct in certain areas but survived elsewhere or in 
captivity and could in principle be 
reintroduced to their former range 
as part of rewilding efforts. Across 
continental Europe, more than thirty 
species of mammals and birds 
have seen significant recovery or 
successful reintroduction in the 
past few years (Curr. Biol. (2013) 23, 
R939–R943).
In his recent book Feral – 
Searching for Enchantment on the 
Frontiers of Rewilding (Allen Lane 
2013), the British biologist and 
columnist George Monbiot argues 
in favour of drastically rewilding 
the British Isles and offers a list 
of species that have disappeared 
from the area and could be 
reintroduced, complete with an 
assessment of their “suitability 
for reintroduction”. In making this 
assessment, Monbiot marked 
down those species that briefly 
appeared after the last Ice Age but 
apparently left when temperatures 
continued to climb. Wild horses 
and reindeer are examples of 
species that disappeared due to the 
warming climate, thus would be poor 
candidates for reintroduction at this 
time. 
The top-marked candidates on 
Monbiot’s list include a few species 
that have already made a comeback 
in parts of the UK but could be 
spread more widely, such as beaver, 
wild boar, elk, white tailed sea eagle, 
osprey, goshawk, capercaillie, 
common crane, and spoonbill. 
Other species of equal suitability 
but currently absent include the 
white stork, night heron, Dalmatian 
pelican and the blue stag beetle. 
The last of these, Monbiot writes, 
would require some woodland 
habitat to be left unmanaged. In 
Germany, regional governments have 
agreed to leave 10% of their state-
owned forest area (which is half of 
the total forest area) unmanaged, but 
there have been debates about the 
poor level of compliance with the rule 
in some areas. The aim agreed in 
2007 was to achieve the 10% target 
by 2020.
On the issue of which predator to 
install at the top of the food web, 
the lynx gets nine points out of ten 
in Monbiot’s rating, while the wolf 
only gets seven, due to a “slight 
risk to people and a higher risk 
to livestock”. Monbiot notes that 





Carnivore way: Large carnivores as apex predators are necessary for a healthy ecosystem, but 
can also endanger humans. The grizzly bear (Ursus arctos horribilis) has been gaining ground 
in North America over the last ten years, but it needs large protected areas to survive. (Photo: 
Alan Vernon/Wikimedia Commons.)to large parts of continental Europe 
without causing too much trouble, 
and that the Scottish Highlands 
would offer ideal conditions to 
support around 250 of them. 
Obviously, as they cannot cross the 
English Channel by themselves, this 
would require planned reintroduction
with informed consent from their 
new human neighbours.
Engineering or laissez-faire? 
Among those who support rewilding,
there are not only gradations 
regarding how wild they want their 
wilderness to be. There is also a 
fundamental schism between the 
philosophy of letting nature run 
its course, and a more hands-on 
ecosystem engineering. 
At the Earthwatch debate, 
William Megill from the Rhine Waal 
University of Applied Sciences, 
Germany, made the case for a 
well-planned engineering approach. 
A biologist and engineer himself, 
Megill currently works with beavers 
on the lower Rhine — animals that 
are also described as ecosystem 
engineers. 
Megill argued that our 
environment is already sculpted and 
engineered by human hands to such 
an extent that it would be unrealistic
to expect a return to a truly natural 
environment. Moreover, based on 
his experience with sea otters in 
Alaska and grey whales in the North 
Pacific, he concluded that detailed 
planning and control is needed in 
rewilding projects. The sea otters 
project, he argued, failed due to 
insufficient planning, which didn’t 
take local parameters into account. 
The grey whales went on to destroy 
their own habitat by overfeeding, 
showing, according to Megill, that 
monitoring and control is needed 
to find a viable balance between 
species. 
By contrast, Paul Jepson from 
the Oxford Conservation Laboratory 
argued that, after restoring trophic 
levels, human ecosystem engineers 
should be prepared to stand back 
and let nature run its course. This 
is also the philosophy that George 
Monbiot favours in his book Feral, 
where he criticises the organisation 
Rewilding Europe for wanting to 
manage rewilding, which he sees as 
a contradiction in terms. 
The underlying philosophical 
disagreement is also about the  
fundamental question of which 
benefits rewilding wants to 
achieve — with the ends of the scale 
represented by the extreme notions 
of a wilderness untouched by human 
influence on one hand, and a more 
picturesque and approachable 
wilderness that humans could also 
enjoy on the other. Economic drivers 
will guide the process in the latter, 
more tourist-friendly direction, as 
Jonathan Hughes from the Scottish 
Wildlife Trust explained. Hoping that 
wolves reintroduced in Scotland 
would find a natural and trouble-free 
equilibrium with the (problematically 
high) deer population might be too 
optimistic, Hughes, argued, but 
they would definitely boost tourism 
income. 
Experiences in North America
Rewilding efforts in Europe can learn 
from experiences in North America, 
where there is more wilderness left, 
and a wider range of wild species 
have survived. Cristina Eisenberg 
explained that, following substantial 
range contractions between 1804 
and 2004, carnivores have made a comeback in the last ten years. This 
trend reversal didn’t require massive 
reintroductions, it was mostly based 
on ecologists persuading local 
people that a complete ecology 
with all trophic levels is a healthy 
environment and ultimately in their 
best interest as well. 
Thus, simply by stopping the hunt 
on wolves and grizzly bears, and by 
reconnecting fragmented habitat 
to create what Eisenberg calls the 
Carnivore Way along the Rocky 
Mountains, conservationists have 
managed to produce some dramatic 
rewilding in that part of the world. 
While it looks very successful on the 
map, Eisenberg also reports that 
the comeback of wolves has led to 
acrimony and lawsuits in some parts. 
Therefore, she advises to consult as 
widely and intensively as possible 
to ensure that the people in the 
areas affected understand the risks 
and side effects of a return to more 
wilderness. 
Hunting wolves can in fact create 
more problems than it solves, as 
Eisenberg explains in a recent 
blog entry. “By hunting wolves we 
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their packs. Packs may split into 
smaller packs made up of younger 
animals, with a greater influx of 
unrelated individuals. And younger, 
less-complex packs may kill cattle 
or approach humans for food,” 
Eisenberg writes.
Wolves were reintroduced to 
Yellowstone National Park in the 
1990s and are protected within its 
boundaries. Using the example of a 
pack resident in the park, but also 
straying beyond its boundaries, 
Eisenberg describes in detail how 
the disruption of the social structure 
caused by hunters killing the lead 
animals ultimately led to further 
conflicts with humans and more 
killings. 
After these problems started in 
late 2012, Eisenberg writes, “the 
FWP [Montana Fish, Wildlife, and 
Parks] Commission tried to close 
areas adjacent to the park to hunting 
and trapping because too many 
Yellowstone wolves were being 
killed. When anti-wolf groups sued, 
FWP removed the buffer. This left 
park wolves vulnerable in places 
like Gardiner, Montana, an elk 
wintering ground immediately outside 
Yellowstone. This July, Congressman 
Peter DeFazio requested a wolf buffer 
zone around Yellowstone.”
Elsewhere in the US, the fate of 
a different wolf species, the red 
wolf (Canis rufus) currently hangs 
in the balance, as the US Fish and 
Wildlife Service (FWS) assesses 
the state of the population in North 
Carolina, where these animals were 
reintroduced three decades ago. 
Now they are under threat from 
hunting and from hybridisation with 
the local coyote population (Science 
(2014) 345, 1548–1549). 
All these experiences suggest that 
returning wild nature to our doorsteps 
isn’t going to be all that easy, and it 
won’t sort itself out naturally. Many 
people want to see more wildlife 
in the open, and the opportunity 
to reclaim space that is no longer 
needed for agriculture or industry is 
clearly there, but it will be important 
to have an informed debate on what 
kind of nature we want to recreate, 
how we are going to live with it, and 
exactly how wild we want to go. 
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The 2013 centenary of the death of 
the naturalist Alfred Russel Wallace 
(1823–1913) was marked by numerous 
talks, exhibitions, papers, and books 
celebrating and reassessing Wallace’s 
life and work. There is a curious 
resonance between the magnitude of 
scientific and social changes that took 
place over the course of Wallace’s 
long life, his epic explorations in two 
hemispheres and their attendant 
discoveries, and the grand sweep of 
the man’s thinking and his scientific 
and social contributions. Like the 
Anglo-American Thomas Paine a 
generation earlier, Wallace could 
claim a share in two revolutions, 
albeit scientific and not political ones: 
founder of the field of evolutionary 
biogeography and co-discoverer with 
Charles Darwin of the principle of 
natural selection. Not all of Wallace’s 
ideas have stood the test of time — it 
would be astonishing if they did, given 
their scope — but a great many of 
them in both the scientific and social 
spheres seem remarkably modern. 
Wallace’s accomplishments are all 
the more remarkable in light of his 
life story: a largely self-made man 
from a middle-class but financially 
struggling family, whose formal 
education ended at age 14 but whose 
expansive curiosity and voracious 
reading led him to (rather audaciously) 
take on some of the biggest questions 
in natural philosophy of his day. 
Seemingly against all odds, Wallace 
and kindred spirit Henry Walter Bates 
of Leicester (Wallace a sometime 
Book review apprentice surveyor and school teacher, Bates a sometime apprentice 
brewer and hosier) managed to get 
themselves to Amazonia in 1848, set 
up as collector-naturalists paying 
their way through their specimens 
sold back in Britain, where there was 
a large appetite for acquiring natural 
history rarities by museums and 
wealthy collectors. Only duplicate 
specimens were sold, however; both 
amassed extensive private collections 
intended for study with, as Wallace 
put it in a letter to Bates prior to 
their trip, “a view to the theory of 
the origin of species” [1]. Indeed, 
there is much documentary evidence 
in the form of letters, notebooks, 
and published materials to indicate 
that a central object of Wallace and 
Bate’s Amazonian travels as well as 
Wallace’s later eight-year journey in 
the vast Indonesian archipelago was 
the pursuit of the question of species 
origins.
Or was it? Historian John van Wyhe, 
lecturer at the National University of 
Singapore where he also presides over 
the Wallace Online project, argues in 
his new book Dispelling the Darkness: 
Voyage in the Malay Archipelago and 
the Discovery of Evolution by Wallace 
and Darwin that Wallace had no such 
lofty interests, being motivated rather 
by commercial interests and the lure 
of travel and adventure. This is one of 
several areas where this book makes 
startling revisionist claims about 
Wallace despite long-recognized 
evidence to the contrary. The author 
reveals his intent in this regard at 
the outset, on page 3: “much about 
the traditional story [about Wallace 
and Darwin] is wrong,” he declares. 
Perhaps so, but extraordinary claims 
require solid, if not extraordinary, 
evidence. 
Dispelling the Darkness takes a 
broadly chronological approach 
to Wallace’s epic explorations in 
southeast Asia between 1854 and 
1862, opening with a context-setting 
chapter on Wallace’s early life and 
interests interwoven with accounts 
of Darwin’s activities. In most of the 
subsequent chapters, Wallace’s path 
is traced, from Singapore in the west 
of the archipelago to New Guinea in 
the east and back again, punctuating 
the account of his travels with the 
trend of events and ideas. Wallace 
lived a long and interesting life, but 
there are good reasons to largely focus 
on the Malay Archipelago years: that 
